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The paper is devoted to the study of convergence properties for an often used
cell-centered full-upwind Finite Volume Method (FVM) with Voronoi boxes. This
FVM is applied to a convection–diffusion problem. The approach to proving conver-
gence of the FVM is based on the construction of a nonconforming Petrov–Galerkin
Finite Element Method (FEM), such that the system of linear equations coincides
completely with that of the FVM. Thus, by proving convergence properties of the
FEM we obtain similar ones for the FVM. For the error estimation of the FEM
the second Strang lemma has to be modiﬁed.  2001 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to present a new convergence proof for a
well-known cell-centered full-upwind Finite Volume Method (FVM) based
on Voronoi boxes and applied to the convection–diffusion boundary value
problem in conservative form,
div −ε grad u+ bu = f in ⊂R2 u = 0 on  = ∂
 (1.1)
Here, ε is a positive parameter, b is a given constant vector, and f is a
given function in L2. To simplify the presentation we restrict ourselves
to open, convex, and bounded domains with a smooth boundary.
An overview about discretization methods for the problem (1.1) and the
corresponding analysis is given in Morton [16], Quarteroni and Valli [19],
and Roos et al. [21]. As is well known and mentioned in these books,
methods not having the upwind property lead to a numerical solution which
exhibits oscillatory behavior if 	b	h/ε is not small enough. Hence, the FVM
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analyzed in our paper is also of practical importance, although this method
has the disadvantage that it causes smearing of sharp fronts in the numerical
solution.
Furthermore, the convergence analysis of upwind methods is still not
absolutely satisfactory. With our paper we contribute to an improvement
in this respect. Moreover, some tools developed here can be useful for the
convergence analysis of other methods as well.
One possible way of proving the convergence of a FVM consists of
analyzing a corresponding Finite Element Method (FEM). The FEM is
constructed in such a way that the arising system of linear equations is
equivalent to that of the FVM. The advantage of this approach is that the
estimates are formulated in function space norms.
In our paper we introduce a new nonconforming FEM, which naturally
arises from the FVM and which generalizes the one given by Vanselow and
Schefﬂer [23] for a pure diffusion problem. The main advantage of this
FEM is that it provides a convergence analysis, which strictly follows the
standard methodology given, e.g., by Ciarlet [6].
Now we discuss some references in detail which are closely related to
our paper.
In Angermann [1] a Galerkin FEM for the convection–diffusion bound-
ary value problem in non-conservative form is considered, which is based
on a triangulation and on conforming ﬁnite elements. Besides a term com-
ing from the additional numerical integration of the right side f in (1.1),
the main difference with our result lies in the usage of a different norm. In
Angermann [1], the norm essentially consists of the H1-seminorm, which
is stronger than the norm used here. Therefore, in some sense a stronger
convergence result is obtained. This is not surprising, because the norms
based on different partitions (a triangulation in Angermann [1] in contrast
to a dual box partition in our paper) and three degrees of freedom are
used on each triangle in contrast to two degrees of freedom on each dual
Voronoi box.
It should be noticed that in Angermann [1], in addition to the usual
minimal angle condition, the assumption is needed that π/2 is an upper
bound for all interior angles of the triangles.
In Risch [20] a full-upwind FEM has also been investigated. Under
the same assumptions as in Angermann [1], local L∞-error estimates are
proved.
In Mishev [15] the same FVM as in our paper is examined. But our esti-
mates improve that of Mishev [15]. Moreover, in comparison with Mishev
[15], our assumptions on the mesh are less restrictive.
In contrast to other papers (cf., e.g., O’Riordan and Stynes [18]), it is
not our aim to prove globally uniform convergence with respect to the
parameter ε. Our estimate (see Theorem 6.1) depends on the seminorms
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	1 and 	
	2 in H1 and H2, respectively, and, as mentioned, e.g.,
in Miller and Wang [13], these seminorms are not bounded uniformly with
respect to ε.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the partitions of the
domain , the FVM, and the corresponding nonconforming FEM are intro-
duced. The relation between these two methods as well as the convergence
concept are also described. A necessary modiﬁcation of the second Strang
lemma and its application are given in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
bijective afﬁne mapping, which generates the afﬁne-equivalent reference
elements. The different error terms are estimated in Section 5. The esti-
mation of the term l22 deﬁned by (5.5.b) contains a new approach and,
therefore, is presented in detail. In Section 6 the convergence result is
presented.
More details about the assumption (A) (see Section 2.1) and the afﬁne
mapping deﬁned in Section 4 can be found in Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23].
2. THE NONCONFORMING PETROV–GALERKIN FEM
2.1. Box and Dual Box Partition
In the following, let M = P be a ﬁnite set of given points P ∈ Cl,
where Cl denotes the closure of . Furthermore, we use the notations
Mi =M ∩ and Mb =M ∩ , where m = cardMi > 0 and cardMb >
1 have to be satisﬁed. The Euclidean distance between two points P and Q
is denoted by 	P −Q	.
For P ∈ M the Voronoi box bP is deﬁned by bP = Z ∈ Cl  	Z − P	
≤ 	Z −Q	 ∀Q ∈ M, and the set Bh = BhM = bP  P ∈ M is called
the box partition of  (see also Fig. 1).
Because  is supposed to be convex the Voronoi boxes are also convex.
Hence, if for different points PQ ∈ M the intersection bP ∩ bQ is non-
empty, the endpoints of bP ∩ bQ are denoted by E1 = E1PQ and E2 =
E2PQ; i.e., there holds E1E2 = bP ∩ bQ. For P ∈Mi we use the notations
NP = Q ∈M  Q = P bP ∩ bQ = 
βPQ = 	P −Q	 and γPQ = 	E1 − E2	 for all Q ∈ NP
NNP = Q ∈ NP  γPQ > 0 and NNiP = NNP ∩

Additionally, we need another partition of the domain  which is in some
sense dual to that given by BhM. Therefore, for P ∈Mi and Q ∈ NNP
the dual Voronoi box dbPQ is deﬁned by dbPQ = E1PE2 ∪ E1QE2, and
the set dBh = dBhM = dbPQ  P ∈ Mi and Q ∈ NNP is called the
dual box partition of  (see also Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. bp ∈ Bh and some elements in dBh associated with the node P ∈Mi.
Henceforth, the following property is assumed to be satisﬁed (cf.
Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23]):∮
∂bP
d = ∑
Q∈NNP
∫
bP∩bQ
d ∀P ∈Mi
 A
2.2. Description of the FVM
If we integrate both sides of (1.1) over the Voronoi box bp ∈ Bh, apply
Green’s formula, and use a relation like (A), we obtain the equations∑
Q∈NNP
∫
bP∩bQ
ePQT −ε grad u+ bud = DhP ∀P ∈Mi (2.1)
with
ePQ =
Q− P
	Q− P	 =
1
βPQ
xQ − xP yQ − yPT (2.2)
and
DhP =
∫∫
bP
f d
 (2.3)
The integrand ePQT −ε grad u + bu is then replaced on each straight
line bP ∩ bQ by the constant full-upwind ﬁnite difference approximation
ePQT −ε grad u+ bu
≈ ε
βPQ
{
K
(
βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
uP −K
(
−βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
uQ
}
 (2.4)
with the function function K deﬁned by
Kz =
{
1+ z if z ≥ 0
1 otherwise.
(2.5)
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Hence, from (2.1) and (2.4) it is possible to derive the following well-known
full-upwind FVM (cf., e.g., Bank et al. [2]):
Find uV = uV M ∈ Rm such that LV uV = bV  (2.6)
where the matrix LV and the right side bV are given for PQ ∈Mi by
LVPQ =

−ε γPQ
βPQ
K
(
−βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
 if Q ∈ NNiP∑
R∈NNP
ε
γPR
βPR
K
(
βPR
ε
ePRT b
)
 if Q = P
0 otherwise
and bVP = DhP.
2.3. Description of the FEM
A weak formulation of the boundary value problem (1.1) reads as follows:
Find u ∈ V = H10 such that
au v = −
∫∫

−ε grad u+ buTgrad v d
=
∫∫

fv d = dv ∀ v ∈ V
 (2.7)
For the new nonconforming FEM we deﬁne the ﬁnite-dimensional vector
space Vh by
Vh = VhM = v ∈ L2  v	IntdbPQ ∈ P˜PQ
v is continuous in P ∈M and vP = 0 ∀P ∈Mb
 (2.8)
Here, IntdbPQ denotes the interior of dbPQ, and P˜PQ with P =
xP yPT and Q = xQ yQT  P = Q, denotes the vector space
P˜PQ = span1 xP − xQx− xP + yP − yQy − yP
 (2.9)
Obviously, there holds dimVh = mVh ⊂ V , and
P0R2 = span1 ⊂ P˜PQ ⊂ P1R2 = span1 x y ∀P = Q

In Vh we choose the function values at the points P ∈ Mi as degrees of
freedom.
To serve our purpose we consider the nonconforming full-upwind FEM:
Find uh = uhM ∈ Vh such that
ahuh vh = 12
∑
R∈Mi
vhRDhR = dhvh ∀ vh ∈ Vh (2.10)
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with Dh deﬁned by (2.3)
ahuh vh = −
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
∫∫
dbPQ
[−ε grad uh + ePQT b{r(ePQT b)uhP
+ r(−ePQT b)uhQ}ePQ]T grad vh d (2.11)
and
rz =
{
1 if z ≥ 0
0 otherwise.
(2.12)
Remark 2.1. The bilinearform ah generalizes that of a pure diffusion
problem analyzed by Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23]. It is based on the choice
of Vh and on full-upwind.
Obviously, the bilinear form ah is deﬁned on W ⊕ Vh × Vh with
W = V ∩H2 = H10 ∩H2
 (2.13)
The nodal basis functions + of Vh are given by
+PZ =
 +˜PQZ if Q ∈ NNP and Z ∈ IntdbPQ for P ∈Mi
0 otherwise
with Z = x yT and
+˜PQZ = 1+
1
βPQ2
xP − xQx− xP + yP − yQy − yP
for Q = P
 (2.14)
Using the nodal basis, a system of linear equations arises, which has the
form
LEuE = bE
 (2.15)
The stiffness matrix LE , the vector uE = uEM ∈ Rm, and the right side
bE are given by
LEPQ = ah+Q+P uEP = uhP and bEP = dh+P for PQ ∈Mi
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2.4. Relations between the FVM and the Nonconforming FEM
Theorem 2.1. Let MBhM, and dBhM be given as in Section 2.1.
Then the matrices LV and LE of the systems of linear equations (2.6) and
(2.15) are related by LE = 12LV .
Proof. We consider PQ ∈ Mi and have to distinguish three cases: Q ∈
NNiPQ /∈ NNiP with Q = P , and P = Q. Straightforward calculations
for each of these cases prove the statement. For instance, in the case Q ∈
NNiP we obtain under consideration of +˜QPP = 0 and +˜QPQ = 1
LEPQ = ah+Q+P
= −
∫∫
dbPQ
[−ε grad +˜QP + ePQT b{r(−ePQT b)}ePQ]T grad +˜PQ d

Using the function K deﬁned by (2.5), easy calculations show[−ε grad +˜QP + ePQT b{r(−ePQT b)}ePQ]T grad +˜PQ
= εβPQ2
K
(
−βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)


Therefore, in that case we obtain the statement (see also (3.11)).
Remark 2.2. In Angermann [1], where convection–diffusion problems
in non-conservative form and a class of FEMs were studied, the coefﬁcient
matrix for the arising system of linear equations has the form
LPQ =

−ε γPQ
βPQ
K˜
(
βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
 if Q ∈ NNiP∑
R∈NNP
ε
γPR
βPR
K˜
(
βPR
ε
ePRT b
)
 if P = Q
0 otherwise
for PQ ∈ Mi with a suitable function K˜. The choice K˜z = K−z is
possible, but it leads to a method which is different from the FEM (2.10)
(see also Remark 3.5).
Furthermore, for convection–diffusion problems in conservative form
(1.1) the following property of the exact solution is signiﬁcant: We con-
sider an arbitrary partition h = t of the domain  (i.e., there holds
Cl = ⋃t∈h Clt and t1 ∩ t2 =  for all t1 t2 ∈ h with t1 = t2),
where all t ∈ h have a piecewize smooth boundary. We deﬁne the ﬂux
F by Fu = ε grad u + bu and denote the outer normal direction of
t ∈ h by nt. Then for two arbitrary elements t1 t2 ∈ h with t1 = t2
and t1 t2 = ∂t1 ∩ ∂t2 =  the outﬂow of t1 through t1 t2, which
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is deﬁned by
∫
t1 t2nt1TFud, is equal to the inﬂow of t2 through
t1 t2, which is deﬁned by −
∫
t1 t2nt2TFud.
Obviously, the FVM (2.6) conserves that property for the box partition
in contrast to the FEM of Angermann [1].
Corollary 2.2. Let M BhM, and dBhM be given as in Section 2.1.
Then the problems (2.6) and (2.15) are equivalent, i.e., uV and uE coincide.
Proof. Theorem 2.1 and the relation bE = 12bV establish the
statement.
2.5. Convergence for the FVM (2.6)
We now follow the approach used by Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23].
At ﬁrst, Corollary 2.2 gives a bijective correspondence between vectors
uV ∈ Rm solving (2.6) and functions uh ∈ Vh solving (2.10). Additionally,
the interpolation property uhP = uVP is satisﬁed for all P ∈Mi.
Furthermore, let a sequence Mn of sets be given, which satisfy the
assumptions of Section 2.1, and let hn be deﬁned by
hn = hnMn = max
dbPQ∈dBhMn
βPQ
 (2.16)
Now, let uV Mn be the sequence of approximate solutions deﬁned by
the FVM (2.6), let uh = uhMn be deﬁned by the FEM (2.10), and
let 
h be a norm on Vh, which is also a seminorm on W ⊕ Vh.
Finally, let the solution u of (2.7) be in the space W and let hn → 0 for
n→∞.
Deﬁnition 2.3. The FVM (2.6) is called convergent with respect to Vh
and 
h, if there holds limn→∞ u− uhh = 0.
3. A SECOND STRANG LEMMA FOR
PETROV–GALERKIN FEMS
3.1. The Modiﬁed Second Strang Lemma
A standard approach to proving convergence of nonconforming Galerkin
FEMs is the application of the well-known second Strang lemma (cf. Strang
[22] and Ciarlet [6]).
Now the nonconforming FEM (2.10) is a Galerkin FEM in the sense
that the vector spaces of the ansatz and test functions coincide. But, in the
following convergence analysis it is useful to look at (2.10) as a Petrov–
Galerkin FEM. Namely, for the convergence analysis we need normed
spaces and use two different ones, one for the ansatz functions and the
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other for the test functions. Here, the vector spaces of the ansatz and test
functions coincide, but the norms are different (see also Remark 3.3).
For a Petrov–Galerkin FEM a modiﬁed second Strang lemma is neces-
sary, which is given in Lemma 3.1 and where the proof is substantially the
same as for the standard second Strang lemma (cf. also Vanselow [24]).
Let a Hilbert space V , a continuous bilinear form a V × V → R1, and
an element d ∈ V ′ be given. The variational problem
Find u ∈ V such that au v = dv ∀ v ∈ V (3.1)
is replaced by the following family of problems:
Find uh ∈ V 1h such that ahuh vh = dhvh ∀ vh ∈ V 2h 
 (3.2)
The settings in this context are V ih with V
i
h ⊂ V is a ﬁnite-dimensional
Hilbert space with the norm 
hi, which is also a seminorm on W ⊕ V ih i =
1 2W is a subspace of V  ah W ⊕ V 1h  × V 2h → R1 is a bilinear form; dh
belongs to the dual space of V 2h .
Furthermore, let a linear mapping P2h V 1h → V 2h be given, which has the
property
P2hvh = 0 ∀ vh ∈ V 1h with vh = 0
 (3.3)
Additionally, we assume that the variational problem (3.1) and each prob-
lem (3.2) have a unique solution u and uh, respectively, and that there
holds u ∈ W .
Lemma 3.1. Assume that the bilinear form ah satisﬁes
	ahvwh	 ≤ cvh1whh2 ∀ v ∈ W ⊕ V 1h  wh ∈ V 2h  (3.4.a)
and
ahvh P2hvh ≥ αP2hvh2h2 ∀ vh ∈ V 1h (3.4.b)
with some positive constants c and α independent of h.
Then there exist positive constants C1 and C2 independent of h such that
u− P2huhh2 ≤ inf
vh∈V 1h
{u− P2hvhh2 + C1u− vhh1}
+ C2 sup
wh∈V 2h
	ahuwh − dhwh	
whh2


(3.5)
Remark 3.1. In Miller and Wang [13] (and, e.g., in Bey [4]) another
idea was applied to prove the convergence of the Petrov–Galerkin–FEM
considered there. Using a linear mapping, the Petrov–Galerkin–FEM was
transformed into an equivalent Galerkin–FEM, which was analyzed by the
second Strang lemma. But it is an advantage of Lemma 3.1 that two differ-
ent seminorms on W can be used (see also Remark 5.2).
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In the application of the second Strang lemma the inequality
inf
vh∈Vh
u− vhh ≤ u−3uh (3.6)
is often used to estimate the terms on the right-hand side, where 3 denotes
a linear mapping with 3 V → Vh or 3 W ⊂ V → Vh. To apply this
approach we assume that a linear mapping P1h W → V 1h is given.
Corollary 3.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 be satisﬁed. Then
there exist positive constants C1 and C2 independent of h such that
u− P2huhh2 ≤ u− P2hP1huh2 + C1u− P1huh1
+C2 sup
wh∈V 2h
	ahuwh − dhwh	
whh2

 (3.7)
3.2. The Application to the Modiﬁed Second Strang Lemma
With Vh deﬁned by (2.8) we set
V 1h = V 2h = Vh
 (3.8)
Furthermore, we introduce
vh1 =
{
1
ε
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
∫∫
dbPQ
(
ePQT
[−ε grad v + ePQ]T b{rePQT bvP
+ r−ePQT bvQ
}
ePQ
)2
d
}1/2
(3.9.a)
and
vh2 =
{
ε
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
∫∫
dbPQ
(ePQT grad v)2d}1/2 (3.9.b)
where ePQ is deﬁned by (2.2).
Obviously, in IntdbPQ there holds
grad vh =
vhQ − vhP
βPQ
ePQ ∀ vh ∈ Vh (3.10.a)
and
ePQT
[−ε grad vh + ePQT b{rePQT bvhP + r−ePQT bvhQ} ePQ]
= ε
βPQ
{
K
(
βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
vhP
− K
(
−βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
vhQ
}
∀ vh ∈ Vh (3.10.b)
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where the function K is deﬁned by (2.5) (see also proof of Theorem 2.1).
From this we infer by ∫∫
dbPQ
d = 12βPQγPQ (3.11)
that there holds
vh2h1=
ε
2
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
γPQ
βPQ
{
K
(
βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
vhP
− K
(
−βPQ
ε
ePQT b
)
vhQ
}2
∀vh∈V 1h (3.12)
and
vh2h2 =
ε
2
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
γPQ
βPQ
vhP − vhQ2 ∀ vh ∈ V 2h 
 (3.13)
Due to vhP = 0 for all P ∈ Mb, this implies that 
h1 and 
h2 are
norms on V 1h and V
2
h . Obviously, V
1
h and V
2
h are Hilbert spaces, and 
h1
and 
h2 are also seminorms on W ⊕ V 1h and W ⊕ V 2h , respectively, where
W is deﬁned by (2.13).
Remark 3.2. Assuming u ∈ W , our convergence result given in Section 6
is presented in the form of an estimate for u− P2huhh2. Let us point out
that this does not explicitly imply that uh converges to u in any norm in V .
But it is a stronger convergence result than those obtained, e.g., by Lazarov
and Mishev [12], Mishev [15], or Herbin [9], which are only estimates for
P2hu − P2huhh2 (to verify this, use (3.14) and (3.13)).
Furthermore, since the approximation error term u − P2huh2 is not
estimated in these papers, it is not possible to use the triangular inequality
u− P2huhh2 ≤ P2hu − P2huhh2 + u− P2huh2
to derive an estimate for u− P2huhh2 from P2hu − P2huhh2.
Remark 3.3. For quasi-uniform partitions, i.e., there holds (5.1.a), it is
easy to verify
v2h1 ≤ C3
{
v2h2 +
1
ε
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
{ePQT b}2 ∫∫
dbPQ
{
r
(ePQT b)vP
+ r(−ePQT b)vQ}2 d} ∀ v ∈ W
which follows
v2h1 ≤ C3
{
v2h2 + C4
	b	2
ε
{
max
R∈
	vR	
}2}
∀ v ∈ W

This suggests that 
h1 and 
h2 are not equivalent, if ε tends to 0, which
can be proved by an easy example.
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Now, we have to deﬁne P1h and P
2
h.
If the exact solution of the original problem is sufﬁciently smooth, then
in (3.6) the mapping 3 is often chosen as the Vh-interpolation operator.
Following this approach, we introduce a linear mapping Ph by
Phv + vh = vh +
m∑
k=1
vPk+k ∀ v ∈ W vh ∈ Vh (3.14.a)
where +k k = 1 
 
 
 m, are the nodal basis functions in Vh and deﬁne the
linear mappings P1h and P
2
h by
P1h = P2h = Ph
 (3.14.b)
Obviously, P1h and P
2
h are even deﬁned on W ⊕ Vh, the mapping P2h satisﬁes
the property (3.3), and, additionally, we have
P2hP1hv = Phv ∀ v ∈ W
 (3.15)
Remark 3.4. In the following proofs, we simplify some notations. Some-
times, βPQ and γPQ are replaced by β and γ, respectively. Furthermore, e
is used, which on the dual Voronoi box dbPQ has the meanings ePQ deﬁned
by (2.2).
Theorem 3.3. Let 
h2 and ah be deﬁned by (3.9.b) and (2.11), respec-
tively. Then (3.4.b) holds with α = 1.
Proof. Using (3.10) and (3.11), easy calculations show that
ahvh P2hvh =
ε
2
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
γ
β
[
K
(
β
ε
eTb
)
vhP
−K
(
−β
ε
eTb
)
vhQ
]
vhP − vhQ
where the function K is deﬁned by (2.5) (see also proof of Theorem 2.1).
Now, it is true for all functions g R1 → R1 and all z ∈ R1 that
2vhP−gzvhQvhP−vhQ=1+gz
[
vhP−vhQ
]2
+1−gz{vhP2−vhQ2}

Multiplying by Kz, using g = gK with
gKz =

1
1+ z  if z ≥ 0
1− z otherwise,
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and taking into account K−z = KzgKz and Kz1− gKz = z, we
obtain
2KzvhP −K−zvhQvhP − vhQ
= Kz1− gKz
[
vhP − vhQ
]2 + z{vhP2 − vhQ2}

Hence, we deduce that
ahvhP2hvh=
ε
4
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
K
(
β
ε
eTb
)[
1+gK
(
β
ε
eTb
)]
γ
β
[
vhP−vhQ
]2
+ 1
4
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
γ eTb
{vhP2−vhQ2}

Now, by ePQ = −eQP it follows for all vh ∈ V 1h that∑
dbPQ∈dBh
γPQePQT b
{vhP2 − vhQ2}
= ∑
P∈Mi
{
vhP2
∑
Q∈NNP
γPQePQT b
}


Since (A) and the constance of b we have∑
Q∈NNP
γPQePQT b =
∮
∂bP
nTb d =
∫∫
bP
div b d = 0 ∀P ∈Mi
where n = nbP denotes the outer normal direction of bP . This results in
ah
(
vhP
2
hvh
)= ε
4
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
K
(
β
ε
eTb
)[
1+gK
(
β
ε
eTb
)]
γ
β
[
vhP−vhQ
]2


With Kz1 + gKz = 2 + 	z	 ≥ 2 ∀ z ∈ R1, the statement follows by
(3.13) and (3.15).
Remark 3.5. Because of
∑
Q∈NNP γPQePQT b = 0 there holds∑
Q∈NNP
ePQ T b≥0
γPQePQT b = −
∑
Q∈NNP
ePQ T b≤0
γPQePQT b
which yields
LVPP
[
= ∑
R∈NNP
ε
γPR
βPR
K
(
βPR
ε
ePRT b
)]
= ∑
R∈NNP
ε
γPR
βPR
K
(
−βPR
ε
ePRT b
)


That is, for a constant vector b the matrix LV of the FVM (2.6) coincides
with that of the arising system of linear equations of Angermann [1] with
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the special choice K˜z = K−z (see also Remark 2.2). But, in Angermann
[1] the assumptions of the convergence theorems are not satisﬁed for con-
stant vectors b.
Furthermore, LV is obviously diagonal dominant, and for each right side
bV there exists a uniquely deﬁned solution. The last fact is one of the
assumptions of Lemma 3.1
Theorem 3.4. Let 
h1 
h2 and ah be deﬁned by (3.9) and (2.11),
respectively. Then (3.4.a) holds with c = 1.
Proof. From (3.10.a) we infer that
	ahvwh	 =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
dbPQ∈dBh
∫∫
dbPQ
−ε grad v + eTbreTbvP
+ r−eTbvQeT grad wh d
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ∑
dbPQ∈dBh
	whP −whQ	
β
×
∣∣∣∣∫∫
dbPQ
eT −ε grad v + eTbreTbvP
+ r−eTbvQed
∣∣∣∣
≤
{
2
ε
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
1
βγ
(∫∫
dbPQ
eT −ε grad v + eTbreTbvP
+ r−eTbvQed
)2}1/2
×
{
ε
2
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
γ
β
[
whP −whQ
]2}1/2


Since (3.11) we deduce that(∫∫
dbPQ
eT −ε grad v + eTbreTbvP + r−eTbvQe d
)2
≤
{
1
2
βγ
}{∫∫
dbPQ
eT −ε grad v + eTbreTbvP
+ r−eTbvQe2d
}


Now, using (3.9.a) and (3.13), this results in the statement.
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Corollary 3.5. Let u ∈ H10 ∩H2 be the solution of the contin-
uous problem (2.7) and let uh ∈ Vh be a solution of the FEM (2.10). Then,
with 
h1 
h2 and Ph deﬁned by (3.9) and (3.14.a), respectively, there holds
u− uhh2 ≤ u− Phuh2 + u− Phuh1
+ sup
wh∈Vh
	ahuwh − dhwh	
whh2

 (3.16)
Proof. The statement is an easy consequence of (3.8), (3.14), Corollary
3.2, and Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
4. THE AFFINE-EQUIVALENT REFERENCE ELEMENT dˆbPQ
TO A DUAL VORONOI BOX dbPQ
To obtain uniformly bounded constants in the error estimates we use
the transformation of dbPQ into an afﬁne-equivalent reference element
dˆbPQ. Therefore, for each dbPQ we deﬁne bijective afﬁne mappings F =
FdbPQ  R2 → R2 and F̂ = F̂dbPQ  R2 → R2 by
Z = FẐ = GẐ + g and Ẑ = F̂Z = F−1Z
 (4.1)
The matrix G and the vector g are given by
G = βPQ
2
 cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ
 (4.2)
and g = 12 P +Q, respectively, with the angle φ = Q − PEy, where
Ey = 0 1T denotes the unit vector in the y direction.
Now, the reference element dˆbPQ is deﬁned as dˆbPQ = F−1dbPQdbPQ.
Remark 4.1. In contrast to the standard approach (cf., e.g., Ciarlet [6])
the reference element dˆbPQ is not the same for all dbPQ ∈ dBh (cf. also
Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23]). Nevertheless, we use those mappings since
FdbPQ transfers the properties of the vector space P˜PQ deﬁned by (2.9)
from dbPQ to dˆbPQ in a suitable way.
In particular, there holds
F̂Q = 0 1T = Q̂ F̂P = 0−1T = P̂
F̂Ei = xˆi 0T = Êi i = 1 2
and
γˆPQ = xˆ2 − xˆ1 = 2
γPQ
βPQ
 (4.3)
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where E1 = E1dbPQ and E2 = E2dbPQ are the points deﬁned as in
Section 2.1 such that E2PE1 > 0. That unique assignment is used, if it
is important to distinguish between E1 and E2. It also yields E1dbQP =
E2dbPQ and E2dbQP = E1dbPQ.
Obviously, there holds
detG = 1
4
βPQ2 (4.4.a)
and the spectral norms 	
	 of G and G−1 can be estimated by
	G	 ≤ 1
2
βPQ and 	G−1	 ≤
1
2
1
βPQ

 (4.4.b)
These afﬁne transformations also yield a unique correspondence between
functions v dbPQ → R1 and vˆ dˆbPQ → R1, which is deﬁned by
vˆẐ = vZ with Ẑ = F̂Z
 (4.5)
Especially, it is true that
v ∈ P˜PQ ⇐⇒ vˆ ∈ P˜P̂ Q̂ = span1 yˆ

Finally, in this part, let us remark that there holds, in addition to (3.11),∫∫
dˆbPQ
d̂= 2 γPQ
βPQ

∫
db12PQ
d = γPQ
∫
dˆb12PQ
d̂ = 2 γPQ
βPQ

and
∫∫
dˆbPQ∩bˆP
d̂=
∫∫
dˆbPQ∩bˆQ
d̂ = 1
2
∫∫
dˆbPQ
d̂ = γPQ
βPQ
(4.6)
with
db12PQ = bP ∩ bQ (4.7)
bˆR = F−1dbPQbR and dˆb12PQ = F
−1
dbPQ
db12PQ.
5. ESTIMATIONS
5.1. Preliminary
In this section we present estimates for the terms on the right side of
(3.16). To obtain those we assume the following. There exist positive con-
stants ci i = 1 2 3, such that
c1 ≤
γPQ
βPQ
≤ c2 and
	E1dbPQ − P	
βPQ
≤ c3 ∀dbPQ ∈ dBh
 (5.1)
Inequalities (5.1) guarantee that for a sequence of dual box partitions, all
constants, which depend on dbPQ, have an upper bound independent of
dbPQ (see Remark 5.5).
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Remark 5.1. For some families of meshes, which are known to be
acceptable, the assumption (5.1) is too restrictive. As a sufﬁcient condi-
tion for the existence of an upper bound independent of dbPQ, (5.1) can
be weakened. This was done by Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23]. But it results
in a more complicated bijective afﬁne mapping F in Section 4. To simplify
the presentation we restrict ourselves to the simple mapping.
Taking into account a possible weakening, (5.1) is nearly the same as
the minimal angle condition for a sequence of corresponding Delaunay
triangulations (cf. also Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23]).
5.2. Estimation of the Approximation Error Terms
At ﬁrst, for an arbitrary function u ∈ H10 ∩H2 we estimate the
terms
u− Phuh1 and u− Phuh2

Now, because the function u− Phu has the property u− PhuP = 0
∀P ∈M , we obtain obviously
u− Phuh1 = u− Phuh2
 (5.2)
Theorem 5.1. For a sequence Mn of sets satisfying the assumptions
of Section 2.1 let Bn = BhMn dBn = dBhMn, and Vn =
VhMn be deﬁned as in Section 2.1 and (2.8), respectively. We assume that
hn = hnMn = maxdbPQ∈dBn βPQ approaches 0 for n→∞. Additionally, let
(5.1) be satisﬁed. If u ∈ H2 ∩H10, then there exists a positive constant
c independent of n ε, and b such that
u− Phuh1 = u− Phuh2 ≤ c
√
ε max
dbPQ∈dBn
βPQ	u	2

Here, 
h1 
h2 and Ph are deﬁned by (3.9) and (3.14.a), respectively.
Proof. For the case of 
h2 the proof is given by Vanselow and Schefﬂer
[23]. The rest is a consequence of (5.2).
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.1 implies that the estimate (3.16) only depends
on 
h2. Together with the equivalence of ﬁnite-dimensional spaces, this
suggests that the modiﬁcation of the second Strang lemma is superﬂuous.
But in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we use (3.4.a) with v = u − vh for an
arbitrary vh ∈ Vh. This requires a modiﬁcation.
Remark 5.3. Because of the convexity of  we have
Cl ⊃ h =
⋃
dbPQ∈dBh
dbPQ
such that there holds 	u	ih ≤ 	u	i i = 1 2, which is used in the estimate
of Theorem 5.1 (as well as later also in the estimate of Corollary 5.10).
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5.3. Estimation of the Consistency Error Term
In this subsection we deal with the estimation of the term
sup
wh∈Vh
	ahuwh − dhwh	
whh2

where u is the solution of (2.7) with u ∈ H2 ∩ H10. Therefore we
study for wh ∈ Vh
δhuwh = dhwh − ahuwh
= 12
∑
bP∈Bh
whP
∫∫
bP
f d
+ ∑
dbPQ∈dBh
∫∫
dbPQ
[−ε grad u+ ePQT b{r(ePQT b)uP
+ r(−ePQT b)uQ}ePQ]T grad wh d

Because u is a solution in a weak sense, we obtain, with (A) and whP = 0
for P ∈Mb,∑
bP∈Bh
whP
∫∫
bP
f d = ∑
bP∈Bh
whP
∮
∂bP
nT −ε grad u+ bu d
= ∑
dbPQ∈dBh
whP −whQ
×
∫
db12PQ
ePQT −ε grad u+ bu d

Here, db12PQ is deﬁned by (4.7), and the vector n = nbP denotes the outer
normal direction of bP , which is on db
12
PQ equal to ePQ given by (2.2).
Furthermore, from (3.10.a) we infer for all wh ∈ Vh on IntdbPQ that∫∫
dbPQ
−ε grad u+ ePQT brePQT buP
+ r−ePQT buQePQT grad wh d
= whQ −whP
βPQ
∫∫
dbPQ
ePQT −ε grad u+ ePQT brePQT buP
+ r−ePQT buQePQ d

Hence, we have
δhuwh =
∑
dbPQ∈dBh
δdbPQuwh (5.3)
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with
δdbPQuwh = whP −whQ
{
1
2
∫
db12PQ
ePQT −ε grad u+ bu d
− 1
βPQ
∫∫
dbPQ
ePQT −ε grad u+ ePQT brePQT buP
+ r−ePQT buQePQ d
}


Because of (3.11) and (4.6) it is true that
1
βPQ
∫∫
dbPQ
c d− 1
2
∫
db12PQ
c d = 0 ∀ c ∈ R1

Choosing c = ePQT brePQT buP + r−ePQT buQ, this results in
δdbPQuwh = whP −whQ
{
ε l1u +
ePQT b
2
l2u
}
(5.4)
with
l1u =
1
βPQ
∫∫
dbPQ
ePQT grad ud−
1
2
∫
db12PQ
ePQT grad ud (5.5.a)
l2u = l21u + γPQl22u (5.5.b)
l21u =
∫
db12PQ
u− uM1d (5.5.c)
l22u = uM1 − rePQT buP + r−ePQT buQ (5.5.d)
where M1 is deﬁned by
M1 = 12E1 + E2
 (5.6)
As proved by Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23], with the afﬁne mapping F
given in Section 4 and the Bramble–Hilbert lemma (cf., e.g., Ciarlet
[6, Theorem 28.1]), it follows that there exists a constant c = cdˆbPQ
independent of βPQ such that
	l1v	 ≤ c βPQ	v	2 dbPQ ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ
 (5.7)
To estimate l21u we use the following two lemmas, which can be proved
in the same way as the analogous one given in Vanselow and Schefﬂer [23].
Lemma 5.2. Let dˆbPQ and dbPQ be two afﬁne-equivalent domains with
the corresponding mapping F  dˆbPQ → dbPQ deﬁned as in Section 4. Then
there holds
l21v =
βPQ
2
l21vˆ ∀ vˆ ∈ H2dˆbPQ
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Lemma 5.3. There exists a constant c = cdˆbPQ independent of βPQ such
that
	lˆ21vˆ	 ≤ c	vˆ	2 dˆbPQ ∀ vˆ ∈ H2dˆbPQ

Here, lˆ21 is deﬁned by lˆ21uˆ =
∫
dˆb12PQ
uˆ− uˆM̂1 d̂

Remark 5.4. To simplify the notation we reach the agreement to use the
symbol C for any positive constant, which can depend on dˆbPQ, but which
is independent of βPQ (and ε and b). Using (5.1), all of these variable
constants can be replaced by another one which is uniform bounded (see
Remark 5.5).
Theorem 5.4. Let dˆbPQ and dbPQ be two afﬁne-equivalent domains with
the corresponding mapping F  dˆbPQ → dbPQ deﬁned as in Section 4. Then
there exists a constant c = cdˆbPQ independent of βPQ such that
	l21v	 ≤ cβPQ2	v	2 dbPQ ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ

Here, l21 is deﬁned by (5.5.c).
Proof. Using 	vˆ	2 dˆbPQ ≤ C βPQ	v	2 dbPQ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ, which is a con-
sequence of (4.4) and Theorem 15.1 in Ciarlet [6], we obtain the estimate
from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3.
Now, because of (5.4) it remains to estimate 	l22	, which is very technical.
At ﬁrst, we introduce an additional partition of .
Deﬁnition 5.5. The set Th = ThM = E1PE2E1QE2  dbPQ ∈
dBh is called a triangulation of , which corresponds to the box and dual
box partition of  (see Fig. 2).
FIG. 2. Some elements in Th associated with the node P ∈Mi (see also Fig. 1).
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We deﬁne the ﬁnite-dimensional vector space V 3h with mm = dimV 3h  by
V 3h = V 3h M
= v ∈ C0  v	t∈Th ∈ P1R2 and vP = 0 ∀P ∈Mb
 (5.8)
The nodal basis functions in V 3h are denoted by 9k k = 1 
 
 
 mm.
Furthermore, we introduce a linear mapping P3h W → V 3h by
P3hv =
mm∑
k=1
vPk9k ∀ v ∈ W (5.9)
where W is deﬁned by (2.13).
The restriction of all elements of P3h to dbPQ is denoted by 3 = 3dbPQ ;
i.e., there holds
3vZ =
{
3PvZ if Z ∈ E1PE2
3QvZ if Z ∈ E1QE2,
(5.10.a)
with 3R H2dbPQ ∩ bR → P1R2 R ∈ PQ, deﬁned by
3RvZ = vR9RZ +
2∑
k=1
vEk9EkZ
 (5.10.b)
The corresponding mappings 3̂ = 3̂dˆbPQ 3̂P̂ , and 3̂Q̂ on the reference ele-
ment dˆbPQ are deﬁned by
3̂vˆẐ = 3vZ and 3̂R̂vˆẐ = 3RvZ R ∈ PQ
with Ẑ = F̂Z = F−1Z deﬁned as in Section 4.
Lemma 5.6. There exists a constant c = cdˆbPQ independent of βPQ and
b such that
	l22v	 ≤ c	vM1 −3vM1	 + 	3v	1 dbPQ ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ

Proof. If we use the change of variables Ẑ = F̂Z = F−1Z deﬁned
as in Section 4 it follows that
l22v = vˆM̂1 − reTbvˆP̂ + r−eTbvˆQ̂
and therefore for any real value wˆ ,
	l22v	 ≤ 	vˆM̂1 − wˆ	 +max	wˆ − vˆP̂	 	wˆ − vˆQ̂	
 (5.11.a)
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Now we extend the deﬁnition of 3dbPQ and the corresponding mapping
3̂dˆbPQ to the convex hull of dbPQ and dˆbPQ, respectively. Then, because of
(4.6), (4.3), and 3̂dˆbPQvˆR̂ = vˆR̂ for R̂ ∈ P̂ Q̂ Ê1 Ê2, there holds∣∣∣∣3̂dˆbPQvˆ
∣∣∣∣2
1dˆbPQ
= γPQ
βPQ
{ βPQ2
2γPQ2
∣∣vˆÊ1− vˆÊ2∣∣2+∣∣3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2− vˆP̂∣∣2
+∣∣3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2− vˆQ̂∣∣2}
with
M2 = 12P +Q
 (5.11.b)
There follows{	vˆÊ1− vˆÊ2	+max[	3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2− vˆP̂		3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2− vˆQ̂	]}2
≤ 2{	vˆÊ1− vˆÊ2	2
+max2[	3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2− vˆP̂		3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2− vˆQ̂	]}
≤ C∣∣3̂dˆbPQvˆ∣∣21dˆbPQ 
 (5.11.c)
Because of the linearity of 3̂dˆbPQ and 3̂dˆbPQvˆÊi = vˆÊi i = 1 2, it is
also true that
	3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂1 − 3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2	 ≤ C	vˆÊ1 − vˆÊ2	
 (5.11.d)
With wˆ= vˆM̂1− 3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂1+ 3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂2 and the estimates (5.11.a),
(5.11.c), and (5.11.d), easy calculations result in
	l22v	 ≤ C
{
	vˆM̂1 − 3̂dˆbPQvˆM̂1	 +
∣∣3̂dˆbPQvˆ∣∣1 dˆbPQ}

Using again the above change of variables, with (4.4) and Theorem 15.1
in Ciarlet [6], it follows that 	vˆ	1 dˆbPQ ≤ C	v	1 dˆbPQ∀ v ∈ H1dbPQ, too,
which results in the statement.
To estimate 	uM1 −3uM1	 we deﬁne
l3u = uM1 −3uM1
 (5.12)
Lemma 5.7. There exists a constant c = cdˆbPQ independent of βPQ such
that
	l3v	 ≤ c βPQ	v	2 dbPQ ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ
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Proof. At ﬁrst, we deﬁne the corresponding mapping lˆ3 by lˆ3uˆ =
uˆM̂1 − 3̂uˆM̂1. Using the change of variables Ẑ = F̂Z = F−1Z
deﬁned as in Section 4, it obviously follows that l3v = lˆ3vˆ.
Furthermore, there holds lˆ3vˆ = 0 ∀ vˆ ∈ P1R2 and 	lˆ3vˆ	 ≤
Cvˆ2 dˆbPQ∀ vˆ ∈ H2dˆbPQ. Therefore, the Bramble–Hilbert lemma
results in 	lˆ3vˆ	 ≤ C	vˆ	2 dˆbPQ∀ vˆ ∈ H2dˆbPQ. Now the estimate 	vˆ	2 dˆbPQ ≤
C βPQ	v	2 dbPQ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ, which was also used in the proof of
Theorem 5.4, completes the proof.
Theorem 5.8. Let dˆbPQ and dbPQ be two afﬁne-equivalent domains with
the corresponding mapping F  dˆbPQ → dbPQ deﬁned as in Section 4. Then
there exists a constant c = cdˆbPQ independent of βPQ and b such that
	l22v	 ≤ c
{	v	1 dbPQ + βPQ	v	2 dbPQ} ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ

Here, l22 is deﬁned by (5.5.d).
Proof. Because of (5.5.d), (5.12), and the Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 we obtain
	l22v	 ≤ C
{	3v	1 dbPQ + βPQ	v	2 dbPQ}

Now, if for an arbitrary triangle t the mapping 3t denotes the P1-
interpolant of v, which satisﬁes 3tvK = vK for each vertex K of t,
then the inequality
	v −3tv	1 t ≤ v −3tv1 t ≤ Ĉ3̂t tˆht 	v	2 t (5.13)
is well known for the estimation of the approximation error on t (cf., e.g.,
Ciarlet [6]). Thereby, it is ht = diamt, where diamt denotes the diame-
ter of t.
Using the triangulation Th = ThM of , which corresponds to the
box and dual box partition of  and which is given by Deﬁnition 5.5,
we have that the mappings 3RR ∈ PQ, deﬁned by (5.10.a) are such
P1-interpolants as 3t .
Because t ∈ Th may be assigned to E1PE2 = dbPQ ∩ bP or E1QE2 =
dbPQ ∩ bQ, we obtain tˆ ∈ dˆbPQ ∩ bˆP dˆbPQ ∩ bˆQ and therefore the inequal-
ity ht ≤ C βPQ, as well as, in (5.13), Ĉ3̂t tˆ = ĈdˆbPQ ∩ bˆP or Ĉ3̂t tˆ =
ĈdˆbPQ ∩ bˆQ.
Now, because the argumentation in Remark 5.4 is also true for constants,
which only depend on dˆbPQ ∩ bˆP or dˆbPQ ∩ bˆQ, we use in the following
Ĉ3̂t tˆ = ĈdˆbPQ = C.
If we take into account the triangular inequality 	3v	1 dbPQ ≤ 	v −
3v	1 dbPQ + 	v	1 dbPQ and the equation 	v − 3v	21 dbPQ =
	v −3Pv	21 dbPQ∩bP + 	v −3Qv	21 dbPQ∩bP , the statement follows.
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Theorem 5.9. Let dˆbPQ and dbPQ be two afﬁne-equivalent domains with
the corresponding mapping F  dˆbPQ → dbPQ deﬁned as in Section 4. Then
there exists a constant c = cdˆbPQ independent of βPQ and b (and ε) such
that
	δdbPQvwh	 ≤ c βPQε	v	2 dbPQ + 	ePQT b		v	1 dbPQ + βPQ	v	2 dbPQ
× 	whP −whQ	 ∀ v ∈ H2dbPQ wh ∈ P˜PQ

Here, δdbPQ is deﬁned by (5.4).
Proof. The statement is an easy consequence of (5.4), (5.5.b), and (5.7),
as well as Theorems 5.4 and 5.8. Additionally, the inequality γPQ ≤ C βPQ
is used.
Corollary 5.10. For a sequence Mn of sets satisfying the assumptions
of Section 2.1 let Bn = BnMn dBn = dBhMn, and Vn =
VhMn be deﬁned as in Section 2.1 and (2.8), respectively. We assume
that hn = hnMn = maxdbPQ∈dBn βPQ approaches 0 for n→∞. Additionally,
let (5.1) be satisﬁed. If u ∈ H2 ∩H10 is the solution of (2.7), then there
exists a positive constant c independent of n ε, and b such that
sup
wh∈Vn
	ahuwh − dhwh	
whh2
≤ c√ε
{
	u	2 max
dbPQ∈dBn
βPQ +
1
ε
max
dbPQ∈dBn
βPQ	ePQT b	
×
[
	u	1 + 	u	2 max
dbPQ∈dBn
βPQ
]}


Here, ah dh, and 
h2 are deﬁned by (2.11), (2.10), and (3.9.b), respectively.
Proof. Using Theorem 5.9, we obtain for a solution u of (2.7) and all
wh in Vh,
	δhuwh	 ≤
∑
dbPQ∈dBn
CdˆbPQβ
×ε	u	2 dbPQ + 	eTb	 	u	1 dbPQ + β 	u	2 dbPQ
× 	whP −whQ	

Now, the inequalities (5.1) yield supdbPQ∈dBn CdˆbPQ ≤ c.
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Obviously, it is also true that∑
dbPQ∈dBn
β ε	u	2 dbPQ + 	eTb	 	u	1 dbPQ + β 	u	2 dbPQ	whP −whQ	
≤ √ε
{ ∑
dbPQ∈dBn
β2
{
	u	22 dbPQ +
1
ε
	eTb	2[	u	21 dbPQ + β2	u	22 dbPQ]}
}1/2
×
{
ε
∑
dbPQ∈dBn
whP −whQ2
}1/2


Furthermore, with (5.1) and (3.10.a) it follows that
ε
∑
dbPQ∈dBn
whP −whQ2 ≤
2
c1
wh2h2

Altogether, for all wh ∈ Vn, this results in
	δhuwh	 ≤ c
√
εwhh2
{
	u	2 max
dbPQ∈dBn
β + 1
ε
max
dbPQ∈dBn
β	eTb	
×
[
	u	1 + 	u	2 max
dbPQ∈dBn
β
]}


Now, the statement follows because of
sup
wh∈Vn
	ahuwh − dhwh	
whh2
= sup
wh∈Vn
	δhuwh	
whh2


Remark 5.5. As mentioned above, inequalities (5.1) guarantee that for
a sequence of dual box partitions all constants, which depend on dbPQ,
have an upper bound independent of dbPQ. On the one hand (5.1) is
applied to obtain on dbPQ constants, which only depend on dˆbPQ (see,
e.g., proof of Lemma 5.6). On the other hand, because we do not use
only one reference element dˆbPQ (see also Remark 4.1), (5.1) is applied
again to obtain infmeasdˆbPQ > 0 and supdiamdˆbPQ < ∞, which
yield supdbPQ∈dBn CdˆbPQ ≤ c (see proof of Corollary 5.10).
6. CONVERGENCE RESULTS
Corollaries 3.5 and 5.10 as well as Theorem 5.1 result in
Theorem 6.1. For a sequence Mn of sets satisfying the assumptions of
Section 2.1 let uh = uhMn be the corresponding sequence of FEM solu-
tions deﬁned by (2.10).
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We assume that hn = hnMn = maxdbPQ∈dBn βPQ approaches 0 for n→∞.
Additionally, let (5.1) be satisﬁed.
If u ∈ H2 ∩H10 is the solution of (2.7), then there exists a positive
constant c independent of n ε, and b such that
u− uhh2 ≤ c
√
ε
(
	u	2 max
dbPQ∈dBn
βPQ +
1
ε
max
dbPQ∈dBn
βPQ	ePQT b	
×
[
	u	1 + 	u	2 max
dbPQ∈dBn
βPQ
])


Here, 
h2 and dBn are deﬁned by (3.9.b) and in Theorem 5.1, respectively.
Theorem 6.1 states the linear convergence for each ﬁxed ε.
If we use Corollary 2.2 and Deﬁnition 2.3, the estimate in Theorem 6.1
and the resulting convergence properties of the FEM (2.10) are transfered
to the FVM (2.6).
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